SCOPE OF THE JOURNAL

IJGTT is an open access peer-reviewed journal that helps bridge together both the research and development aspects of games theory and technology. Game theory is an inter-disciplinary field that focuses on studying games, creating innovative architectures and explores new ideas to develop games which can be used for learning purposes. This journal provides a platform for exchanging ideas in new emerging trends that needs more focus and exposure and will attempt to publish proposals that strengthen our goals.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following

• Architectures
• Decision- Making
• Current problems and novel solutions
• Dynamic game plays generation
• Sharing and re-use of AI systems
• Multiple agent behavior
• Modeling Players strategies
• Social Learning and Video Games
• Dynamic game play
• Design models and patterns for Game-Based Learning
• Natural Language Interaction
• Game-Based Learning Technologies
• Games for Special Needs Education
• Motivation-driven educational games designs
• Video games and learning management systems
• Production and deployment of video games as learning tools
• Augmented reality games
• Developing novel video games
• Game-based tutoring system
• Simulation and Game-based learning
• Virtual worlds and Game-Based Learning
• Mobile game-based learning evaluation
• Embedding instructional design principles in games
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Paper Submission & Manuscript preparation Guide

Paper Submission

Authors are invited to submit papers for this journal through Email: ijgttjournal@yahoo.com or ijgttjournal@airccse.org. Submissions must be original and should not have been published previously or be under consideration for publication while being evaluated for this Journal.

Review Process

Submissions are accepted for review with the understanding that the same work has been neither submitted to, nor published in, another publication. Simultaneous submission to other publications will result in immediate rejection of the paper. Papers are not within the journal scope will be rejected immediately after the pre review process.

All manuscripts will be subject to a well-established, fair, unbiased peer review and refereeing procedure, and are considered on the basis of their significance, novelty and usefulness to the Journals readership. The reviewing structure will always ensure the anonymity of the referees & it will be reviewed by 3 experts in the field. The review output will be one of the following decisions:

1. Accept
2. Accept with minor changes
3. Weak Accept with major changes
4. Reject

The review process may take approximately two ~three months to be completed. The Editor reserves the right to reject a paper if it does not meet the aims and scope of the journal, it is not revised well.

Copy Right Form

After submitting final manuscript, you can get copy right form from AIRCC secretary

Special Issue Proposal

IJGTT invite proposals for special issues on topics that fall within the scope of this journal. Please email your proposal to ijgttjournal@yahoo.com or ijgttjournal@airccse.org

Contact Us

Here’s where you can reach us: ijgttjournal@yahoo.com or ijgttjournal@airccse.org
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